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1. Introduction  
1.1 Overview 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is superior to other imaging modalities in detecting 
diseases and pathologic tissue in the human body. The excellent soft tissue contrast allows 
better delineation of the pathologic and surrounding structures. For example, brain surgery 
requires exact three-dimensional orientation to piece together anatomical and pathological 
locations inside the brain. The target location can be seen in the preoperative MRI and 
neuroradiologists can give assessments, e.g., of tumor nature. Still, factors affecting the 
resection technique e.g. density of neovasculature and consistency of tumor tissue cannot 
always be evaluated beforehand. Intraoperative MRI (IMRI) - complementing preoperative 
MRI – is continuously being developed to give additional information to the neurosurgeon 
(Tuominen et al., 2002, Yrjänä, 2005).  
Robot technology can contribute to working conditions and efficiency of IMRI operations 
and robots that are compatible with MRI devices represent a new and promising special 
field in robotics, which can improve clinical diagnostics and treatment for internal diseases, 
including neurologic ones (Gassert et al., 2008). There are several commercial solutions in 
operation for surgical robots such as Da Vinci, Minerva, NeuroMate and PathFinder just to 
mention few but not yet for operation in MRI devices (Zhijiang & Lining, 2003), (Dasgupta 
& Henderson, 2010), (Jaara, 2007). One solution for assistive surgery is the minimally 
surgically invasive (MIS) robot which is a large, multi-arm system (Zoppi et. al., 2010). Such 
kinds of systems are expensive which makes them difficult to reach common use.  
1.2 State-of-the-art 
Development of MRI compatible robots implies multidisciplinary work. Solutions from 
conventional robotics are not applicable as such even if the development of such a system is 
similar to design of a mechatronic device (Cleary & Nguyen, 2001). Strong static and 
coupling magnetic fields and radio frequency pulses produced by the MRI devices make for 
a challenging and potentially hazardous environment. Magnetic fields exert forces and eddy 
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currents on materials that are magnetically incompatible or conduct electricity. This may 
lead to wrong signal information, uncertainties in actuator control and dangerous forces in 
the construction if they are located in too strong a magnetic field (Virtanen, 2006). Limited 
working space, limited access to this space, need for line of sight to MR images and comfort 
of patients and surgeons set additional constraints.  
Analysis for optimal design for MRI compatible robots has been proposed by (Gasparetto & 
Zanotto, 2010). Many MRI compatible robotic devices have also been reported, for biopsies 
according to the target [for brain (Masamune et al., 1995), breast (Larson et al., 2004), 
prostate (Susil et. al., 2003)] and also to the structure of the MRI device (Chinzei & Miller, 
2001), (Tsekos et al., 2005). To solve the challenge of operation in limited space, a 
manipulator with several degrees of freedom seems to be best solution, as also proposed in 
this paper. One solution for that has also been introduced by (Chinzei et. al, 2000). It has 
good reach by using two manipulator arms but compared to our solution, accuracy is more 
limited due to lack of efficient calibration. Development of a general purpose device has also 
been reported (Tsekos et al., 2008). 
In comparison, if very high accuracy is needed, also parallel kinematic structures have been 
presented (Plante et. al., 2009). By constructing the manipulator using dielectric elastomer 
actuators, here 6 parallel, absolute position accuracy of 1,8mm Root Mean Square (rms) can be 
reached.  Use of this kind of robot structure is limited typically to a volume of a 80x70mm2 
ellipse which limits its use. Operation accuracy has been improved by developing advanced 
human-robot co-operation where the robot guides the human during the surgery by virtual 
fixtures which are controlled by using force control, i.e. 6 Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF) force and 
torque sensor attached to the wrist of the robot (Castillo-Cruces & Wahrburg 2010). 
The manipulators developed make use of different methods of actuation, mainly according 
to four main categories (Elhawary et. al., 2005): transmission by hydraulic or pneumatic 
actuators, ultrasonic motors based on the piezoceramic principle and remote manual 
actuation. Progress in materials, position sensing, different actuation techniques, and design 
strategies have contributed to the technical feasibility in MRI environments, but still most 
systems lack clinical validation, which is needed for commercial products (Elhawary et. al., 
2005), (Gassert et al., 2008). Most advanced example is the NeuroArm  (Pandya et al., 2009) 
which has been developed for open neurosurgical procedures in IMRI environments. 
NeuroArm is an image-guided, MRI compatible robotic system that is capable of both 
microsurgery and stereotaxy. However, it is still a manipulator type device where the robot 
motion control is based on surgeon’s manual operations of the joystick type control devices 
supported by on-line visual information of the MRI device.  
Our goal has been a device with portable and readily locatable kinematic structure enabling a 
variety of applications, like assisting biopsies, tumor operations, and installing automatic 
dosage implants. Especially requirements from brain surgery, originating from the IMRI 
guided operations at the Oulu University Hospital (Yrjänä, 2005) have been guiding our work. 
Semiautomatic operation was targeted where the tool, e.g., a biopsy needle is taken 
automatically very close to the target location (“entry point”), and final adjustment and needle 
motions are carried out by the surgeon or at least with tight supervision by the surgeon. The 
requirement for accuracy of automatic motions is at the level of +/- 1-2 mm for the needle. 
Finally, we sought to achieve optimal performance within a volume corresponding to that of 
the human head, our “region of surgical interest” (Koivukangas et al., 2003). 
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The dimensions of the MRI device and characteristics of the changing magnetic field sets 
constraints to the robot constructs and dimensions as well as the robot controller hardware 
(HW), as the robot should not disturb the imaging within IMRI operations, and on the other 
hand the imaging should not disturb the robot operation. We have developed an MRI 
compatible robot prototype. MRI compatibility has been introduced in (Virtanen, 2005) and 
robot control and calibration methods in (Heikkilä et. al, 2009). In the following we give 
further details about the mechanics, kinematics, calibration, control system and especially 
results from field tests in the IMRI premises of the Oulu University Hospital. We report to 
our knowledge on the first robot to repeatedly perform a preprogrammed exercise in the 
magnetic field of an IMRI scanner in a safe noncollision manner.  
2. Mechanical structure and control system 
The requirements for the robot prototype were derived based on the experiences of the 
neurosurgery group at Oulu University Hospital, acquired with IMRI premises with low 
field horizontally open resistive magnet 0.23 Tesla (T) scanner (Philips, 2011) with a 44 cm 
patient gap and optical tool navigation devices. During operations while the patient is being 
imaged, regular operating room products and devices are moved outside a 0.5-mT line (1.5 
m from the MR image center point), or out of the imaging room so as not to disturb the 
imaging (Yrjänä, 2005). The robot controller should be at least outside this 0.5 mT line, or 
outside the operating room so that the imaging does not induce disturbances to the cables 
and robot controller HW and vice versa. Correspondingly, the robot main body should be 
located outside a 2 mT line (1 m from the image center point) to prevent disturbances from 
imaging to actuators and vice versa.  
The MRI compatibility of the robot prototype is designed for the part of the robot which is 
close to or inside the MRI device during its operation. We have defined, for purposes of 
neuronavigation (Koivukangas et al., 1993a, b) and robot development, the “region of 
surgical interest” (ROSI) as the part of the human body that needs to be imaged and then 
operated using an image guidance method that ensures a suitable minimally invasive 
surgical approach followed by delineation and treatment of the tumor or other lesion 
(Koivukangas et al., 2003). Following this principle, our robot has similar kinematic 
structure as common industrial robots, but with link lengths adjusted to comply with the 
operation space in the ROSI. The 4th link introduces the needed MRI compatible reach into 
the working space close to the MR imaging center with its 1000 mm length. The 4th, 5th and 
6th links and related joints are made from MRI compatible material, i.e., carbon fiber and 
aluminium (Virtanen & Nevala, 2007). The bearings in the two last joints are AISI 316 
Stainless ball bearings (Virtanen, 2006). The base and the first three links are also made from 
aluminium.  
Joint position sensors for the first four joints are optical encoders and for the last two joints 
are optical (Harja et al., 2007). The motors are located at the joints, except for the last two 
joints, for which they are located at the 3rd link with power transmission by nylon strings. 
The encoder resolutions of the joints were 0.005625 degrees (joint 1), 0.09 degrees (joint 2), 
0.09 degrees (joint 3), 0.00625 degrees (joint 4), 0.06 degrees (joint 5), and 0.0125 degrees 
(joint 6). The repeatability of the tool position (e.g., needle) – as calculated from the encoder 
resolutions - is at the level of +/- 0.26 mm, +/- 0.24 mm and +/- 0.37 mm in x, y and z 
directions, respectively. The mechanical outlook of the robot prototype is shown in fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. Structure of the MRI compatible robot prototype. 
The working space inside the MRI device is limited and accordingly there are limitations 
also in the 2nd and 3rd joint motions, +/- 20 degrees and +/- 42 degrees respectively. For 
other joints the joint limits are looser, i.e. +/- 75 degrees (6th joint) or more. In the wrist 
there is also a 3 DOF joystick (fig 2.) for the surgeon to control the final adjustment motions. 
The joystick is made from aluminum and uses fiber-optic sensors (Harja et al., 2007).  
 
Fig. 2. Optical joystick in the robot wrist 
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The robot control system is based on a PC/104 controller, with integrated motor drives, and 
I/O cards for joint measurements and motor controls. The PC/104 controller runs a 
RT/Linux operating system. The control system is enclosed in RF shielded housing (Rittal 
Vario-Case iS; fig 3). 
The robot control SW is based on RCCL (Robot Control C Library) running on the 
RT/Linux. The RCCL library [RWRCCL version (Stein, 2004)] implements the joint servo 
control, trajectory control in joint spaces as well as coordinated motion control in Cartesian 
space, including inverse kinematic solutions. 
 
Fig. 3. Control system HW. 
3. Work space of assistive surgical tasks 
The assistive surgical tasks include presentation of surgical instruments to the surgeon in a 
proper location with respect to the patient. An exemplary target task goes in two phases:  
1. the robot presents the biopsy tool in a proper orientation and location as defined by the 
surgeon based on the MRI image, and  
2. the surgeon carries out the final positioning of the biopsy tool by interactive control, 
optionally with a redundant axis coincident with the needle axis.  
The gross motion paths up to and within the ROSI are carried out by the robot automatically 
and the fine motions into the contact are guided by the surgeon, either by direct visual 
feedback from the target or supported by the MRI device. The task space for carrying out 
the fine motions interactively is limited, and the Cartesian paths of the interactive motions 
vary little by orientations and a few centimeters by translation.  
A simulation model was constructed in the IGRIP simulation tool for studying the paths for 
brain biopsies in the robot joint space. A simulation model with the MRI compatible robot, 
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MRI device, and patient is illustrated in fig 4. The robot presents the biopsy tool within a 
few mm distance from the patients head surface (the “entry point”). In the simulations the 
nominal interactive paths are following the surface normal of the upper head surface of the 
patient. In practice the entry point and the target location finally determine the entry 
orientation. 
Because of limitations in the joint motions and the kinematic structure of the robot, the robot 
base has to be located carefully to avoid singularities in joint space during the interactive 
motions. With simulations it was confirmed, that a feasible location is on either side of the 
patient. In other assistive surgical tasks the task space is similar, e.g., above the abdomen. 
 
Fig. 4. A feasible entry point location of the MRI compatible robot. 
4. Robot calibration 
Robot calibration considers internal robot features like joint-axis geometries, joint angle off-
sets, actuator/link compliances, actuator transmission and coupling factors (Bernhardt & 
Albright 1993). With precise models for these factors the absolute positioning accuracy can 
be brought to the level of robot repeatability. Geometric characteristics are concerned by 
kinematic calibration and kinematic models are usually described by the Denavit-
Hartenberg (DH) convention, where the joint axis and link geometry is described as 
homogeneous transformations with 2 rotational and 2 translational variables. For nominally 
parallel axis so called modified DH model has been used (Hayati’s modified model) with 
three rotational and 1 translational variable per axis/joint (Zuang & Roth, 1996). The 
kinematic model is non-linear, and model parameters are typically estimated all at the same 
time iteratively using the Jacobian of a measurement model. The robot tool positions are 
recorded together with corresponding joint values and compared to expected positions as 
calculated by the nominal kinematic model. With linearized error models between the 
expected and real poses the deviations from the models can be correlated into the form of 
estimated small corrections, which are added to the nominal parameter values. All 
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independent model parameters can be calculated at the same time and the result is an 
optimal estimate for the parameter increments with regard to the measurements. Doing this 
calculation iteratively the parameter values should converge to optimal ones with regard to 
the measurements.  
Another way to estimate the model parameters is to model the joint axis as lines in space 
and by measuring the robot end point motions while moving joints one-by-one, estimate the 
axis line models in a joint by joint manner and then calculate the kinematic model 
parameters from the pairs of estimated line models. The MRI compatible surgery assistant 
robot operates in very limited joint velocities and it has special geometric structure due to 
the MRI compatibility requirements – long 3rd link – and so has a special form of work 
space, which is additionally very limited for the second joint. Considering optimal 
estimation with all DH parameters estimated at the same time this introduces challenges to 
compose a proper sample set and fine tune the iterative estimation, e.g., in the Levenberg-
Marquardt (LM) form [for details about LM estimation, see, e.g. (Manolis, 2005)]. Because of 
the robot characteristics and requirements we decided to go for axis-by-axis calibration and 
compose the DH models for the axis/links subsequently. This resulted in an intuitive 
calibration procedure and allowed to readily focus on improving sample sets on a joint/axis 
basis. Although the resulting set of parameter values is not finally optimal, based on 
extensive simulations it seems satisfactory in the sense of reaching the required kinematic 
accuracy. It should also be noted, that if finally optimal calibration is required, this kind of 
sequential axis-by-axis calibration can be used to acquire reliable initial values for truly 
optimized estimation of the kinematic parameters, e.g., by linearized kinematic models and 
the LM estimation. 
Within the kinematic calibration each joint/link has a local coordinate system attached to 
the rotating axis. The transformations between the joints and links are modeled following 
the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) principle with 2 rotations and 2 translations per axis (rot-
trans-trans-rot) with the exception between joints 2 and 3, where modified DH is used 
(Hayati modification: rot-trans-rot-rot) (Zuang & Roth, 1996). The initial orientations of the 
local coordinates are here – for our own convenience - slightly different from the original 
DH convention and are aligned with the base coordinates. The rotations around different 
joint axes are done as follows: rot-z for the joint 1, rot-x for joints 2,3 and 5, and rot-y for 
joints 4 and 6 (see fig 5). There are 24 independent parameters, including the transformation 
from base (world) to the 1st axis and 2nd axis and excluding the tool transformation within 
the last link.  
The calibration is based on observing a point of a calibration target in 3D space while the 
joint makes a circular motion. Two solutions for measuring the target 3D point were 
considered: a real multi camera system and a simulated high accuracy laser tracker. The real 
measurements were carried out with a multi-camera system, where three cameras were 
located around the working space of the robot (fig 5). Two cameras were located behind the 
robot with 2 m distance and optical axis towards robot tool and with 90 degrees angles to 
each other. These were used to observe motions for joints 3, 4, 5 and 6. A third camera was 
located on the other side of the robot with 1.5 m distance, focusing on motions of joints 1 
and 2, and all three cameras were used to observe calibration motions for joints 2 and 3. The 
voxel accuracies for detecting the calibration target point with Basler Scout scA1400 cameras 
(1392x1040 pixels) and considering careful camera to camera calibrations, can be estimated 
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to be at the level of +/- 0.5 mm for observing joints 1 and 2, and +/- 1.0 to +/- 1.4 mm for 
other joints. A fourth camera was used in simulations to test how it can contribute to the 
calibration accuracy. 
 
Fig. 5. Overview of the robot joint coordinate systems and a multi-camera system for 
kinematic calibration measurements 
Radial distortion of the lenses was found to be at the level of 0.5 %, and it was corrected in 
the images before applying image data to the calibrations. The cameras were calibrated to a 
world frame – and each other – using a flat calibration “world” grid and by estimating the 
six pose parameters for each camera in the world coordinates. The location of the conic 
calibration target was measured with different cameras and a corresponding 3D point was 
constructed based on corrected location in image plane, the pin hole camera model and 
calibration data (position and orientation) of the cameras.  
In the real tests a simple calibration target was observed with the multiple cameras located 
around the working space of the robot. The image processing routines were simple and 
based on background lighting and tresholding. This is robust and readily implemented, but 
repeating precisely same motions (same calibration object locations) will not increase the 
accuracy in statistical sense. Locating the calibration target object under static lighting 
conditions results always to a same binary image, because the robot repeatability is much 
better than the resolution of the camera system.. We added statistical property to the 
samples by taking three good base positions (fig 6.) for each joint, and added small random 
variation to the positions. In this way the statistical nature of the samples could be 
maintained while keeping the best calibration positions, and accuracy improved by 
increasing the size of sample sets.  
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Fig. 6. Base points and their variation for the joint 1 measurements. 
The line estimations were done as limited pose estimations, comparable to the pose 
estimation of paper rolls in (Vähä et al., 1994), with five parameters per joint axis 3D line (2 
translation and 2 rotation parameters and the radius of the rotational motion). Jacobians 
were derived using two fitting criteria: distance of calibration point from the cylindrical 
surface and distance of calibration point from the plane surface of the rotational motion 
(circle of the calibration motion). As expected, the convergence in the estimation was in all 
cases very good, with max 7 to 8 iteration steps. After all the line models for all joints were 
measured and estimated, the related DH parameters were calculated. Details about the line 
estimations are given in appendix I and about deriving the DH parameters from the 
estimated line models are given appendix II. 
The sample sets were composed based on the joint motion limits, and the goodness of 
sample sets was estimated with Matlab simulations. The sizes of sample sets were varied 
and the tresholding within the voxel accuracy and inaccuracy of the joint servos were taken 
into consideration; additional white noise ranging with -1, 0 or +1 times the corresponding 
encoder resolution, was added to the joint values. The simulated sample sizes were 21, 42, 
98, and 182 points. In addition, the largest sample set was simulated with a voxel noise 
corresponding to a more accurate camera (Basler Scout scA1600, with pixel resolution 1628 x 
1236) (samples 182/0.75). Simulated results for the DH parameter variation after joint axis 
estimation are shown in fig 7. 
Clearly for all parameters except one it is possible to reach a standard deviation less than 0.1 
mm. Bias remains in all parameters independent of the sample sizes; for the translation 
across the second link axis it is comparably large because of the strict limitation in the joint 2 
motions. It was also easily found in the simulations that the bias can be removed if the base 
points for the axis can be symmetrically spread over the rotation space, with 120 degrees 
angles between the base points. This is, however, not possible as the joint limits are hard for 
joints 2, 3, and 5. 
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Fig. 7. Standard deviations and bias of the DH parameters 
In addition, the tool positioning accuracy was estimated based on the variations of the DH 
parameters and joint uncertainties (+/- 1 joint encoder pulse). The variation of the end tip 
location of a biopsy needle (150 mm) was calculated by propagating the covariances of the 
link/joint transformations from robot base to last link, based on the variances of the DH 
parameters. Bias was taken as an additive factor to the mean of the corresponding 
parameters. It was seen, that +/- 1 mm standard deviation is achievable, comparable to +/- 
3 mm maximum variation. Lowest estimation accuracy is clearly for the translations 
parameters between joints 2 and 3, and 3 and 4. The reason is in the limits of the joint 2 
motions. The calibration procedure was carried out also with the real robot and a multi-
camera system. The results were in expected limits (max deviations from nominal parameter 
values were less than 1.5 mm), though more thorough testing would give more reliable 
results and especially details concerning different parameters.  
Simulation tests were also carried out using the target tracking accuracy of a Leica 
Lasertracker (Leica, 2003), for which the absolute measurement accuracy is +/- 0.036 mm. In 
this case the sample size was 42 points for joints 1 and 2, and 21 points for other joints. The 
standard deviations were less than 0.08 mm for the translation parameters and 0.0095 
degrees for the rotation parameters. Maximum deviations were less than +/- 0.21 mm for 
the translation parameters and +/- 0.035 degrees for rotation parameters. Cumulative 
maximum translation deviation was at the level of +/- 0.6 mm for translation parameters, 
and +/-  0.085 degree for the rotations of the 3 first joints; these are dominating rotations 
from the point of view of tool locating accuracy because of the long links from the joints up 
to the tool end tip. This means that with high-end calibration sensors the required kinematic 
accuracy can readily be achieved. 
5. Tests in the IMRI premises 
The robot prototype was tested in the 0.23 T intraoperative MRI environment. The used 
scanner has a C-shaped open configuration with a vertical magnetic field. The premises has 
been routinely used for neurosurgical operations. The biopsy tool tracking has been 
achieved using optical 3D tracking devices (Northern Digital, 2011) and registration tags to 
integrate the patient location and the MR images (Tuominen et al., 2002). 
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The prototype was fixed to a floor worktop which was set over two props for the tests. 
Using this arrangement the prototype could be moved to desired points around the scanner. 
The tests had the following endpoints: 
1. Test functionality of the prototype in the magnetic field.  
2. Test MR safety and compatibility of the prototype, and  
3. Test capability of the robot to move a biopsy needle guide to the correct configuration 
to allow the surgeon to pass a biopsy needle through the guide to a target 
The functionality of the 6 DOF surgical robot was confirmed. It was found capable of 
positioning an instrument to the desired point and orientation, thus indicating the surgical 
trajectory from the surface of a target inside the target in the magnetic field. The joystick 
could be used to move the pointing instrument from the surface of the target inside the 
target under visual control. Motions of the prototype were fluent except at the margins of 
the motion ranges (fig. 8). 
      
a)    b)   c) 
Fig. 8. The  surgical robot driven to desired position simulating a biopsy procedure: a) 
motion towards a target (melon) entry point, b) control view with an custom made optical 
neuronavigator UI, c) biopsy needle inserted to the target (melon). 
The prototype entity was found to be MR safe, but 5th and 6th joints interfered with 
imaging because of temporarily used incompatible fasterner screws. These joints were 
removed before continuing to the test biopsy. Motors 1 and 4 also malfunctioned when the 
main body of the robot was within the 20 mT (200 Gauss) fringe field, but the robot could be 
repositioned to avoid malfunction. All control electronics functioned inside the imaging 
room but the robot was controlled without displays to minimize electromagnetic noise. The 
keyboard caused disturbances and needed to be turned off during imaging. Servo motors 
caused some noise in the MR images despite the EMC shielding box.  
The capability of the prototype to pass a biopsy needle guide to a correct configuration was 
tested with a melon (cucumis melo) fixed to an intraoperative RF coil integrated head holder 
A fatty vitamin capsule was inserted inside the melon before it was placed for the MR 
imaging and scanned using a fast field echo imaging sequence. The needle guide was fixed 
to a 10 cm long extension piece which was applied to the robot arm in place of the 5th and 
6th joints. The robot prototype was then programmed to drive the needle guide to a distance 
10 mm from the surface of the melon. The tip of the biopsy needle was driven into correct 
position first using the joystick controls. The robot was then programmed to repeat a series 
of non-collision steps to reposition the needle correctly to aforementioned position. The 
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actual biopsy procedure was then simulated by passing the biopsy needle by hand through 
the guide until the tip of the needle hit the vitamin capsule inside the melon. A tag of the 
optical tool tracking system was connected to the biopsy needle and the tool tracking was 
used to guide and verify the insertion successfully, including the entry and final locations of 
the needle tip inside the melon (fig 8 b). 
6. Discussion 
A working readily maneuverable robot prototype has been constructed. The working space 
is generally limited, but suitable for IMRI related operations in the region of surgical 
interest. Motion control based on the RCCL library was quick to implement and was easily 
used as far as robots paths needed to be programmed. Because the Cartesian speed of a tool 
(e.g., a biopsy needle) can be very low (ca. 5 cm / sec), the feasibility of joint trajectories has 
been achieved in test runs. 
The kinematic calibration was carried out in a simple and straightforward way. The 
limitations of joints, especially for joint 2, clearly caused the largest estimation uncertainties 
in the related DH parameters. Based on simulations the required accuracy is still achievable 
if the laser tracker is used for tracking the calibration target. A multi camera system can be 
used as well, but usability with the ordinary cameras we have been using is limited for cross 
checking the kinematic parameter values. Still, for interactive control of fine motions with 
tight integration of the surgeon this is enough. For more advanced automatic motion control 
the remaining uncertainties would require laser tracker based calibration.  
From the presented ROSI principle it follows, that the surgical guidance device must be 
optimized for functionality in the volume of the ROSI, which in neurosurgery means that of 
the human head. This involves dividing the tasks of the robot into gross and local 
movements. This was achieved in the present tests by robotic movement of the needle guide 
to a predetermined position 10 mm from the target followed by manual passage of the 
needle to the target.  
The longer term goal is to integrate the robot and its usage tighter with MR images. This will 
lead to integration of the MRI device with respect to the robot coordinate system and then 
using the same technology for tracking the tool attached to the robot end tip. This will 
substantially loosen the accuracy requirements of the robot: global accuracy will be taken 
care by the optical tracking tool [currently at the level of +/- 0.7 mm (Katisko, 2007)] after 
which local accuracy of the robot becomes critical, just like in the case of interactive control. 
It is also noteworthy that there are varying IMRI practices for imaging and operating, e.g., 
the following (Yrjänä, 2005): 
- Imager lowered for surgery 
- Surgery in fringe field 
- Surgery in adjacent Operation Room 
- Magnetic field turned off for surgery 
- Surgery in imaging space 
- Surgery adjacent to the imaging space 
- Imager moved away for surgery 
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Depending on the case, the requirements for the robot may vary quite much. We have 
reached the level of a prototype principally compatible with the IMRI premises and 
optimized for the ROSI. However, the varying imaging and operating practices create 
challenges for deciding the next stages of development. 
The present robot project was a logical continuation in our research community of early 
experience with the development of neuronavigation based on a 6 DOF passive mechatronic 
arm (Koivukangas et al., 1993a, b). This device was routinely clinically used for image-
guided procedures, guiding a variety of instruments in the same way as optical tracking 
systems. The mechatronic arm had joints that were designed to house both electromagnetic 
clutch brakes and servo motors.   
The rationale for developing an active robot arose from the need to transfer the result of 
presurgical planning directly to the surgical field, like by the Robodoc (Bargar et. al. 1998), 
which can be preprogrammed to create an optimal boney fit for prostheses in hip and knee 
replacement surgery. From the other reported IMRI developments the present robot differs 
in that it was specified to perform safe preprogrammed movement of a needle guide to the 
target in the region of surgical interest and to act as a stative, or needle guide holder, while 
the surgeon passes the biopsy needle or forceps to the target--all of this in the magnetic field 
of an IMRI scanner. It was a necessary first step to confirm the functionality and accuracy of 
our robotic solution. With continued experience in both robotics and image-guided surgery, 
our group plans on extending the functionality of the robot. 
7. Conclusions 
A prototype robot for assisting surgery operations in IMRI environments was described in 
this paper. We reported on the robot to repeatedly perform a preprogrammed exercise in 
the magnetic field of an IMRI scanner in a safe noncollision manner. The target was a fatty 
vitamin pill placed inside a melon. The robot brought the end effector into the region of 
surgical interest and positioned the tip of the needle guide holder 10 mm from the object, 
serving as a stereotactic device to enable the passage of the biopsy instrument to its exact 
final target.  
The mechatronic structure, calibration and experimental tests in an IMRI environment 
were explained in more details. Simulations showed that expected locating accuracy from 
the point of view of joint sensors and calibrations sensors can be achieved. The robot 
could be operated in a semiautomatic manner, either running paths or interactively using 
joystick, in joint space or Cartesian space. Field tests in the hospital IMRI unit confirmed 
the applicability of the system in the region of surgical interest even under MRI 
conditions. 
8. Appendix I: Estimation of the axis as a line in space 
The calibration is carried out in a joint by joint manner. Each joint is moved one by one, and 
the end tip 3D coordinates of the calibration object is recorded in world frame. For each joint 
motion a 3D line model of the joint is calculated, which results to six 3D line models in the 
world frame. From these line models the DH parameters are further calculated. 
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The robot makes a rotary calibration motion around the calibrated axis, where the measured 
end point of the arm tip forms a “disc” in space. Then the parameters of the calibrated axis 
are given as a pose ,world discH  which is presented in a homogeneous matrix form in zyx 
Euler form: 
,, ,*world disci disc i worldp H p  
for which 
 ,world discH f   
Let the state vector all  all be composed of the parameters of the calibrated axis and related 
calibration data: 
all r      
where 
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θ is the vector of pose parameters and,  
r is the radius of the rotation “disc”, i.e., around the axis. 
The pose parameters of the “disc” are then  
 Tx y z     
where 
ǂ is rotation around x axis,  
ǃ is rotation around y axis  
χ is rotation around z axis, here undefined, 
x is x coordinate, 
y is y coordinate, 
z is z coordinate,  
We have nominal values for the “disc” pose parameters, to which the measured 3D points 
are matched. Because the rotational part of the “disc” pose are non-linear, we define two 
error measures, related to which we linearize the measurement model.  
Let the error measure for point i be 
,
,
plane i
i
cyl i
d
e
d
     
 
where ,plane id  is distance from the measured point to the disc plane and 
,cyl id  is distance from the measured point to the cylindrical surface set by the disc 
The nominal disc location is always in origin, so the distance from the measured point to the 
disc plane is the z coordinate of the measured point in the disc pose: 
,plane disc zd p  
The distance from the cylindrical surface of the disc is in a similar way 
2 2
, , , ,cyl s disc x s disc yd p p r    
Now we derive the linear relationship between the error measure and the state parameters: 
* disc
disc
pe e
p 
     
for which 
 , 0 0 1plane disc z
disc disc
d p
p p
     
and 
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,,
2 2 2 2
, , , , , , , ,
0
cyl disc ydisc x
disc s disc x s disc y s disc x s disc y
d pp
p p p p p
         
 
The partial derivatives of the measured point in the disc pose are  
, ,
, ,
, ,
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
disc z disc y
disc
disc z disc x
disc y disc x
p p
p
p p
p p

        
 
The 3rd column will be omitted, because the rotation around the calibrated axis, i.e., around 
the z-axis of the disc pose cannot be estimated. 
For the radius of the disc we get 
1
cyld
r
    
Finally the estimate the parameter increments for the updated 6 parameters (rotation around 
z axis omitted): 
  1* * *T Tx J J J ey
z
r


 
             
 
where the Jacobian 
e
J 
   
The complete estimation algorithm is as follows: 
0. set initial disc pose and radius 
1. calculate nominal calibration point positions in disc frame 
2. calculate error measures for each calibration point 
3. calculate the Jacobian, i.e., the partial derivatives 
6. calculate parameters increments for the state parameters 
7. update the state parameters 
8. if increments not 'small enough', go to 1, otherwise end. 
9. Appendix II: From line models to DH parameters 
Measured axis lines are given as an arbitrary point in the line pi and a normalized direction 
vector ni. From a pair of these the DH parameters or modified DH parameters will be 
derived. 
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DH parameters 
 
Transformation from the joint i coordinates to joint i+1 coordinates goes, according to the 
DH parameters, in four steps: 
- rotate Hi around zi with θi so that xi+1 aligns with the zx i plane 
- transfer Hi along zi with di to a point where distance from xi+1 is shortest 
- transfer Hi along yi with bi to an intersection point with xi+1  
- rotate Hi around yi with βi so that xi+1 aligns with x i  
The transformation from world/base coordinates, in which the lines are measured, to the 
local coordinates of joint I can be divided to rotation and translation parts:  
 iwiwiw TRH ,,,   
For the rotation between the joint coordinates i and i+1 we start from the unit vectors of the 
transformation. 
 1,,1,,1,,1,   iiziiyiixii nnnR  
Unit vector of x is aligned with the axis of joint i+1, and so we can derive the unit vectors for 
y and z: 
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1,,
1,,
1,


 

ixiz
ixiz
iy
nn
nn
n
 
 
1,1,1,   iyixiz nnn  
Axis of joint i+1, i.e., nx,i+1 in joint i coordinates is then 
1,
1
,,1, * 

  ixiwiix nHn  
and as coordinates 













iixn
iixn
iixn
iix
z
y
x
n
,1,,
,1,,
,1,,
'
,1,
 
Then we get for the angle θi  
)tan(
,1,,
,1,,
iixn
iixn
i
x
y
a


 
and for the angle ǃi  
)sin( ,1,, iixni za   
For the translation in direction of yi,i+1 we get the same as the distance bi between the axis i 
and axis i+1:  
The point of axis i+1 after rotation by θi as Hi,θ 







 

1000
0100
00)cos()sin(
00)sin()cos(
,


 iH
 
and  
1,,1
1
,
1
,1,,1
** 

  iwiiwii pHHp   
Then we get 
yiii pb ,1,   
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Axis i+1 is located in the direction of the rotated xz plane, with the distance of bi from this 
plane. The point in axis i+1 which is closest to axis i is also located in rotated yz plane. From 
point p this closest point locates to the direction of xi+1 with the following coefficient 
1,,
,1,


iix
xii
n
p
k
 
and then the point gets the z coordinate and also the translation along the z-axis of Hw,i as 
, 1, , 1*i i i z nxi id p k z    
Modified DH parameters 
 
Transformation from the joint i coordinates to joint i+1 coordinates goes, according to the 
modified DH parameters, in four steps: 
- rotation around x axis i with ǂi to direct z axis towards axis i+1 
- translation of Hi with di to intersect the axis i+1  
- rotate around z with θi and 
- rotate around y with ǃi so that the coordinate systems are aligned 
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The distance of the point of axis i+1 in the zy plane of the frame Hi is the x coordinate of 
point pi+1 in the axis i+1. The intersection point of the axis i+1 with the zy plane – and the 
origin of the frame Hi+1 becomes then 
 iwiwiw TRH ,,,   
For the translation between the joint coordinate systems we get 
1,
,1,
,1,
1,1,
* 


  ii
xii
xii
iiii
n
n
p
pT
 
and the rotation angle ǂi becomes then 







zii
yii
ii
T
T
a
,1,
,1,
1, tan
 
The link transformation after rotation ǂi becomes then  












1000
)cos()sin(0
)sin()cos(0
001
,1,
,1,
,1,
,
zii
yii
xii
i
T
T
T
H 


 
and further  


 
1000
1,,1,
,
iiii
i
TR
H


 
where 
  ,1,,,1,,,1,,,1,   iiziiyiixii nnnR  
For the y and z axis for the frame Hi+1 we get then 
1,,1,,
1,,1,,
1,


 

ixiiz
ixiiz
iy
nn
nn
n


 
 
1,1,1,   iyixiz nnn  
The direction vector of the axis i+1 becomes after the rotation ǂi around x axis i 
1,
1
,,1,,1 * 

  iiiaii nHn   
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The rotation angle θi around z axis is then 







xii
yii
ii
n
n
a
,,1,
,,1,
1, tan


 
The link transformation after rotation θi becomes then  
iii HHH ,,,, *    
where 







 

1000
0100
00)cos()sin(
00)sin()cos(
,


 iH
 
The transformation can be given also with the rotation and translation parts  


 
1000
1,,,,1,
,,
iiiii
i
TR
H


 
where 
  ,,1,,,,1,,,,1,,,,1,   iiziiyiixii nnnR  
Finally the rotation angle ǃi around y axis is 







xii
zii
ii
n
n
a
,,,1,
,,,1,
1, tan


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